Amy went to the wild life park.
She saw a long, green snake, and it was a frightening snake. Amy kept on walking.
There was a pretty yellow chicken, and it was a feathery chicken. Amy kept on walking.
Amy saw a red, and round lady bird, she was a lovely, small lady bird. Amy kept on walking.
Amy liked an old, grey elephant, and he was a big elephant. Amy kept on walking.

Amy liked an old, grey elephant, and he was a big elephant. Amy kept on walking.
Amy found a small, green frog. Amy carried the frog and he was a slimy frog. Amy kept on walking.
Amy looked at the sad, yellow and brown giraffe, she was a tall giraffe. Amy kept on walking.
Amy liked the big, grey dog. He was a naughty dog. Amy kept on walking.
Amy walked to the black and white zebra. She was a stripy zebra. Amy kept on walking.
Amy saw a small, black spider. She was a scary spider. Amy kept on walking.
There was a big, yellow and brown lion, with big teeth. He was a frightening lion. Amy kept on walking.
Amy liked a friendly, black and white cow, but she was too heavy. Amy kept on walking.
Amy saw a sad, feathery duck, but he was not friendly. Amy kept on walking.
Amy wanted a stripy, yellow and black tiger. He was a frightening tiger. Amy kept on walking.
There was a friendly, pink pig. He was a dirty pig. Amy kept on walking.
Amy saw a furry, grey cat. He was a pretty and friendly cat.
It was late, time to go home. Amy had a nice day!
The End